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 Throughout Israel's history, she has had to overcome hatred of all sorts from all kinds. Presently, Israel 

lives amongst its neighbors not knowing from day to day if she is going to be attacked. Some have claimed that 

Israel would be safer without nuclear capabilities. However, others claim that without nuclear capabilities Israel 

would not be on the map today. Would Israel be safer and more accepted if they did not have nuclear 

capabilities? There are both pros and cons to this question. 

 When talking about Israel's nuclear capabilities, we need to look at two different areas of how Israel is 

affected by having these deadly weapons. By having nuclear weapons, Israel is affected in military terms as well 

as political terms.  The most common argument in military terms that is given to the support of the Israeli's 

having nuclear weapons is that without them Israel would not be on the map as we know it. People try to claim 

that if Israel did not have nuclear weapons they would be attacked and one of their neighboring countries would 

try to overthrow the government. Another argument that is used is that a few of Israel's neighbors would join and 

try to overtake Israel on all sides. This is actually a good argument to use. 

 However, we can look at the past to dismantle this argument. “After Israel declared its statehood, several 

Arab states and Palestinian groups immediately attacked Israel.”
1
  A war which is known as the “Six-Day War, 

[was an] armed conflict [which occurred] in June 1967 between Israel and the Arab states of Egypt, Jordan, and 

Syria.”
2
  Israel was able to fight off three other countries and at the same time the Israelis were able to conquer 

“the Sinai Peninsula, Gaza Strip, West Bank, and Golan Heights.”
3
  In this war, Israel did not have nuclear 

weapons to help them fight off three of their neighbors. One can speculate that since Israel was able to hold off 

three different countries in the past at one time they would be able to hold off their neighbors in the future if they 

tried to wage a war against them.      

 Then there is the argument that since the Israelis have nuclear capabilities, it is only helping bring peace 

to the Middle East. Indeed, by having the nuclear weapons, it does keep other neighboring countries from 
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waging war against Israel. On one hand, it helps Israel from being attacked by its neighbors because Israel's 

neighbors would not want to have to worry about a nuclear attack from Israel. It does in one tone help keep the 

peace in Israel. 

 On the other hand, there are two arguments that can be used against Israel and helping Israel keeping the 

peace for itself with its neighbors knowing that it has nuclear capabilities. However, by having the nuclear 

weapons it causes Israel’s neighbors to want to gain a leg on Israel. “Nations seek Weapons of Mass Destruction 

(WMD) when their rivals already possess them.”
4
  In other words, it has caused the nations that are around Israel 

to feel like they are going to be overtaken or be threatened by Israel, so they are going to try to get nuclear 

weapons. A good example that can be used from the past was when “Saddam Hussein, in an April 1990 speech to 

his military, threatened to retaliate against any Israeli nuclear attack with chemical weapons.”
5
  Therefore, by 

Israel having nuclear capabilities it is causing the other countries in the Middle East to hate Israel and not be able 

to trust Israel because Israel could easily attack them at any time.   

 Another argument that can be used against Israel claiming that it helps bring peace to the Middle East is 

by looking at Hamas and Hezbollah. Although Israel currently has nuclear weapons, they are attacked on daily 

basis by rocket attacks. “The daily rocket attacks usually begin at 8:30 Am. in order to target Israeli children on 

the way to school and their parents going to work.”
6
  Hamas and the Hezbollah have used “thousands of these 

rockets that have been fired at Israel over the past seven years.”
7
  By having nuclear capabilities, Israel is able to 

keep its neighbors from attacking them because Israel's neighbors would fear a nuclear attack. However, groups 

like Hamas and the Hezbollah do not fear a nuclear attack because they are not connected to a government. They 
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are just groups of people that are fighting to get their voices and views heard.    

 Then there is a similar argument that is made that since the Israeli people have nuclear capabilities, there 

is deterrence to any of Israel’s neighbors attacking them. By having the nuclear capabilities, the Israelis are 

sending a message to its neighbors that they could retaliate by using a nuclear weapon against the person that 

waged the attack. In order to understand this point of view, we need to understand what a deterrence theory is. 

Deterrence theory is the thought that “governments [would] threaten an immense retaliation if attacked, such that 

aggressors are deterred if they do no wish to suffer great damage as a result of an aggressive action.”
8
  Therefore, 

“even the most radical Arab leaders who aspired to destroy Israel would be deterred if they knew [Israel] 

possessed nuclear weapons.”
9
 

 Although that is a good argument to use, one can look at two areas from the past to combat this 

argument. First, we can look at the past when Israel has fought off other countries without having nuclear 

capabilities. For example, “in six short days, Israel had fought against superior Arab forces and had resoundingly 

defeated them, and then a couple of years later came Yom Kippor when Israel came close to losing.”
10

  In both of 

these wars, “no nuclear weapons were used to defend”
11

 Israel from her neighbors.   

 The second argument that can be used is that by having nuclear capabilities, it is causing the other 

countries in the Middle East to look down upon Israel. It will cause the other countries that are in the Middle 

East to think badly about Israel. In other words, the public opinion in other countries in the Middle East will 

cause the people in those neighboring countries of Israel to want to attack Israel because they will be in fear of 

an attack from Israel. Therefore, the people in the neighboring countries will want to attack Israel first, because 
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they will want to catch Israel off guard. Since Israel has nuclear capabilities, it is leading to a war waiting to 

happen, because the surrounding countries will want to do everything they can to survive before Israel attacks 

them with nuclear weapons. One can speculate that since Israel has nuclear capabilities then it is leading to 

unrest amongst the neighbors of Israel.   

 Then one can speculate since all of the countries in the Middle East that feel threatened by Israel will 

one day say enough is enough and all join together and wage a war against Israel. Yes, indeed Israel has nuclear 

weapons, but if enough countries start to get paranoid about Israel waging an attack against them, then the 

countries could join together and wage a war against Israel. In other words, by Israel having the nuclear 

capabilities then it is causing unrest amongst the neighbors of Israel. Which could lead to a war in the Middle 

East, and lets face it any war is not good in the world, because it leads to the death of innocent civilians. 

 Now, lets look at it in a different point of view. If Israel would dismantle and get rid of their nuclear 

weapons; they would not be at threat of a war being waged against them from their neighbors or other close 

countries. Therefore, if Israel did not have nuclear capabilities then the neighboring countries would possibly 

have more relations with the Israeli people, because they would not be of fear of the Israelis. In my opinion, if 

Israel did not have nuclear capabilities, I feel that they would be more accepted more by their Arab neighbors in 

military terms. The reason is that the Arab countries would not be in fear of Israel getting mad at them one day 

and just wiping them off the map.   

 Then there is the argument that without nuclear weapons Iran would try to wage a war or try to acquire 

nuclear weapons in order to wipe Israel off the map. Let us look at it from this point of view. One can speculate 

that the real reason why Iran is trying to get nuclear capabilities is to be able to keep up with Israel and Israel's 

nuclear program. Although in the past, Iran's president “Ahmadinejad has called for wiping Israel off the map.”
12

  

If Israel did not have nuclear weapons, Iran would have no need fearing Israel, and there would be not be a threat 

of a war taking place amongst the countries in the Middle East. 

 Then there is the argument that if Israel gave up their nuclear capabilities; the Israelis would not have a 
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say in what happens in the Middle East. Many people try to claim that by not having the nuclear weapons then 

Israel would not be involved in the decision making process regarding the Middle East. However, if you think 

about it they would be more involved in the talks involving the Middle East process. Many countries around 

Israel do not recognize her as being a country. However, if Israel would dismantle her weapons then one can 

speculate that she would be invited to more talks about the Middle East and it would lead to more people in the 

Middle East recognizing Israel as a country. This would benefit the Israelis in military terms because it would 

lead to a country that would be able to join in alliances with other Middle East countries and it would lead to a 

safer place for everyone to live. It would also benefit Israel in military terms because the countries that Israel 

would then have new relations which would then cause the groups of Hamas, and the Hezbollah to reduce the 

number of attacks that are being carried out by these groups against the Israeli people.   

 On a side note, another argument given is that by having the nuclear capabilities Israel has benefited in 

military terms as well. By having these weapons, the Israeli's have been able to forge a relationship with the 

United States government that has benefited the Israeli military “Israel [has] used their existence to guarantee a 

continuing supply of American conventional weapons.”
13

  Therefore, by having nuclear weapons the Israeli 

government has been given much support and financial aid from the United State’s government. The United 

States has given information, money, as well as military aid to the Israeli government that has been used to 

benefit the Army of Israel. The relationship between Israel and the United States is likely to continue for many 

years to come. Without this relationship between the United States and Israel, the Israeli military would not be as 

strong as it is today. So, in one sense by having nuclear capabilities the Israeli government has taken advantage 

of the assistance given to them by the United States government, “a policy [that is] likely to continue”
14

 for 

many years to come.     

 However, by having such a strong friend like the United States has haunted them in the past. For 

example, at the start of first gulf war when Iraq was at war with its surrounding countries, Saddam tried to attack 
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Israel. Saddam carried out the attacks on January 18, 1991, when Iraq “attacked two Israeli cities with Scud 

missiles”
15

 in order to change the way that the war was going. Saddam wanted to bring Israel into the war, 

because “any Israeli military action [would have] broken apart the multi-national coalition against Iraq by 

provoking the Arab members to withdraw their support”
16

 of the gulf war.  Because of these attacks, Israel 

considered retaliation against Iraq, but the current “American President, George, Bush, issued an appeal to Israel 

to hold back from retaliation for the attack.”
17

  The Israeli government had to back down from Iraq, because the 

United States had asked the Israeli government not to attack Iraq. In one sense, by having the relationship that 

the Israeli government has with the American government can also make the Israeli government look weak. 

However, “Israel has never asked American troops to fight its battles.”
18

  “Although Israeli forces were prepared 

to participate in the Gulf War, they did not because the United States asked them not to”
19

  “Even after the 

provocation of the Scud missile attacks, Israel assented to United States appeals not to respond”
20

  On one hand, 

by listening to the American government’s plea to not get involved, it had the effect of making the Israeli 

government look like it was weak because it could not fight their own battles. 

 There is a side effect to the Israeli government having nuclear capabilities. Since the Israeli government 

has taken advantage of her relationship with the United States to make their military stronger then if the United 

States gets involved in something then the Israeli government has to worry about being brought into the conflict. 

In other words, if the United States gets involved in the war like the first gulf war in the Middle East then Israel 

could be attacked, since they are such a close friend to the Untied States. For example, in the first gulf war, 
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Saddam carried out a Scud missile attack against Israel on January 18, 1991. Saddam was attacking Israel 

because he was trying to change the way the war was going because “any Israeli military action [would have] 

broken apart the multi-national coalition against Iraq by provoking the Arab members to withdraw their 

support”
21

 of the gulf war.  As a result of being such a close friend to the United States, both the United States 

and Israeli governments have to agree on when to get involved in wars in the Middle East because of the effects 

that it will have on both countries. 

 Since Israel has nuclear capabilities, it is effected not only in military terms but also in political terms as 

well. Like any country that has nuclear capabilities, the Israeli government has to deal with the way they are 

affected in the political arena by having these deadly weapons. Any country that has nuclear capabilities like 

Israel has to be prepared to be attacked or looked down upon by other governments for having these weapons. 

On one hand, by having these weapons it clearly gives Israel the advantage if she finds herself at war. On the 

other hand, in a political sense, it also causes some problems as well as fixing some other problems.   

 On one hand, having nuclear capabilities benefits Israel. One “purpose of [the] nuclear weapons, not 

often stated, but obvious, is their use on the United States.”
22

 The Israeli government knows that “America does 

not want Israeli's nuclear profile raised.”
23

  Since the Israeli government knows this “they have been used in the 

past to ensure America does not desert Israel under increased Arab, or oil embargo, pressure and have forced the 

Untied States to support Israeli diplomatically”
24

 towards other countries. The Israeli government has “used their 

existence to guarantee a continuing supply of American conventional weapons, a policy likely to continue.”
25
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 On the other hand, having nuclear weapons gives Israel another advantage in the political scene because 

it gives Israel some power as well. Since Israel has these deadly weapons, she gains power in two ways. First, 

she gains power because the Israeli government can use the nuclear weapons as a way to make neighboring 

countries back down or concede on some issues that Israel wants to push. However, Israel has not been able to 

use this part of their power all that much because many the neighboring countries do not like Israel one bit. 

Second, it gives Israel more power because it puts Israel in a list of only a handful of countries that have these 

deadly weapons. “Just eight countries China, France, India, Israel, Pakistan, Russia, the United Kingdom, and 

the United States are known to have nuclear weapons.”
26

  By having these weapons, it gives Israel the advantage 

to be put in a list of only eight countries that have nuclear weapons. By being one of those eight countries it puts 

Israel in a list of nations that other countries can be afraid of, because out of all of the nations that are in the 

world only eight of them have nuclear weapons. 

 Another way that Israel is affected in political terms by having these nuclear weapons is the effect that 

other countries around the world will pressure Israel to get rid of their nuclear weapons. In the past, many 

countries have stated that in order for the Middle East to be a peaceful place Israel must get rid of all of their 

nuclear weapons. For example, “Jordanian King Abdullah said his country is interested in a nuclear-free Middle 

East and urged the international community to pressure Israel to dismantle its nuclear arsenal.”
27

  In other words, 

countries will try to put pressure on Israel to get rid of their nuclear weapons and try to point the finger at Israel 

as a bad country since they have these nuclear weapons. Therefore, the Israeli government will have to take time 

away from the real issues at hand and have to deal with other governments pointing the finger at Israel for 

having these deadly weapons. 

 By having nuclear weapons, Israel has been given increased political pressure because they are able to 
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get away with stuff that other countries in the Middle East are not able to get away with. For example, Israel has 

been allowed to build nuclear weapons over time. On the other hand, other countries in the Middle East like Iran, 

and pre-9/11 Iraq were not allowed to build nuclear weapons because of other countries or the UN putting 

sanctions against these countries. One can speculate that since Israel has been given a double standard and can 

get away with stuff like building nuclear weapons while other countries are not allowed to then the neighboring 

countries of Israel are going to hate Israel because they are basically on a pedestal.  

 One thing that has always happened since nuclear weapons were first used is that “nations seek weapons 

of mass destruction when their rival already possess them.”
28

  “The states arrayed against Israel hold that it is 

their right to develop nuclear weapons as a deterrent to the Israeli arsenal.”
29

  Since nations try to get nuclear 

weapons when their rivals already have them leads to the next argument in the political scene. Other countries in 

the Middle East like to argue that since Israel already has nuclear capabilities then they have the right to build 

nuclear weapons as well. Jordanian King Abdullah said that, “if the world is demanding Iran does not develop 

nuclear weapons it should also demand that countries [like Israel who] possess nuclear weapons disarm.”
30

  In 

other words, “Objections will surely be raised about the unfairness of a world in which some states are allowed 

to possess nuclear weapons while others are not.”
31

  By other countries in the region claiming that it is unfair that 

they are not allowed to possess nuclear weapons, it puts unneeded political pressure on the Israeli government 

because it makes the Muslim world look down upon the Jews in the country. One can speculate that any 

government that is given this kind of pressure will be taking away needed energy to focus on issues that needed 

to be dealt with. 
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 Also, another issue affects Israel in the political scene in a major way. Many countries in the Middle East 

keep calling for Israel to disarm their nuclear weapons. For example, Jordanian King Abdullah stated that “for 

peace to be achieved in the region, Israel has to disarm its nuclear weapons.”
32

  Abdullah went on to say that “if 

there is peace Israel will not need nuclear weapons.”
33

  In other words, other countries keep putting political 

pressure on Israel to disarm their nuclear weapons because they are questioning if Israel really wants to achieve 

peace with her neighbors. They claim that since Israel has these weapons then she is not willing to accept peace 

amongst her neighbors. One can speculate that since the claims are being made then it is putting more pressure 

on the political figures in Israel to speak out and say that is not the intentions of the weapons.   

 There is also that fact that since “Syria's forces are now retreating from Lebanon, the Taliban has been 

removed from power in Afghanistan and there is no longer a Soviet Union to arm and encourage Arab regimes 

hostile to Israel's existence, [and] there is now a substantial United States military force in the region.”
34

  “Thus, 

Israel has less need of nuclear weapons now then at any time in its history and it has a clear interest in preventing 

any other regional power from getting the one weapon that could offset its conventional superiority.”
35

  In other 

words, Israel does not need these deadly weapons. 

 In my opinion, Israel does not need these deadly weapons. By having these deadly weapons, Israel is 

causing other countries in the Middle East to try to acquire these deadly weapons. If Israel was to disarm their 

supply of nuclear weapons, I feel that they would be more accepted in the Arab world because the Arab's would 

not be given a double standard any more. In the past, the Israeli government has been able to do things that other 

countries in the Middle East have not been able to do. If Israel was to disarm their nuclear weapons, I feel that 

the countries around Israel would finally realize that the Israeli government is another country amongst them and 

she would be accepted by the rest of the Middle Eastern countries.         
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 If Israel did not have nuclear weapons then she would be safer today.  If Isreal did not have these deadly 

weapons then she would not have to worry about her neighboring countries trying to acquire nuclear weapons, 

and using them against  the Israeli population.  It would also lead to more communications between all of the 

Middle Eastern countries because none of them would have to worry about Israel waging a nuclear attack against 

them.  In other words, if Israel did not have nuclear weapons then the tension amongst the Middle Eastern states 

would be lowerd dramatically and they would all possibly get along.    
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